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August 28,2012 by No Papers No Fear

My name is Fran Ansley. I am a retired law professor and I

have lived in East Tennessee for forty years. I am here with my fellow

Knoxvillian, Alex Guizar, to welcome the "No Papers No Fear" Bus

Riders for Justice, and to thank them for coming to help us make

Knoxville a safer, more democratic, and more welcoming community.

For months now Alex and I have been working -- along with a

broad array of other individuals and organizations -- to try to alert the

people of Knox County and our sheriff, JJ. Jones, to the danger of

progtu11rr like 287(g) and Secure Communities. Programs like these

entangte local police, deputies and jailers in the dirty work of enforcing

a broken, unjust and hypocritical immigration system. They invite and

encourage racial profiling, they undermine the ability of local police to

carry out what is supposed to be their primary mission, they tear families apart, and they create s reign

of fear for many Iatino immigraats and their loved ones'

Despite rcceiving many ,and repeated calls and visits from concerned community mernbers over

the course of several months, Shcriff Jones has not yet been willing even to discuss these matters

face-to.face with the affected community. Instead he has refuscd any ditect convenation, pushing it off

over and over uatil some vague irfire date, as though ther€ were not nrany pressing issues that would

benefit greatly froln immediate discussion - and as though he owes the community lo explanations and

has no iee.d of the important information they are attempting to provide - until after even more

decisions are alrcadY made.

Meanwhile, the arrests and deportations grind on. And in far too many cases -- a breathtaking

nunber of cases -- these are deportations of people accused d no serious crime, people who far ftom

being thf€ats to community security arc making daily positive contributions to our common life ' So as

ttis iass deportation process grinds on, families continue to be ripped apart, serio[s crirn€s go tao o'ften

unarended, and vulnerable worters continue to bc abused with impunity because they are sfraid to bring

tleir complaints into the light. These are conditions that are todc for Oue democracy, toxic for the

workplace rights of immigrant and non-immigrant workers alike, toxic for the racial climate' toxic for all

that is bost in the American nrdition.

In this atnosphere, I must tell you that I wake up many mornings asking myself lnw long a

white, native-born citizen like myself should continue to accept business as usual. How long should I be

"oo*n 
to speak with small groups of people about these concems as I can find the time or stir the

interEst, all the while knowing that far-too few people have yet received the information or heard the



stories that might move them to get informed and involved? How long should a person like me stand by
watching while a new racialized uoderclass is crcated in our midst by broken immigration policies and
federal gridlock, and soon hamessed to the political or fimncial profit of those willing to take
advantage?

So rnaybe you can see why I was deeply moved when I heard about the "No Papers No Fear" bus
riders and their journey. At gr€at risk they had stepped out of the shadows - out of the dungeon of fear
and into the public square. At least for tlemselves, and from a position of much greater risk, they had
answered the question of "How longl' with "No longer." As undocumented people they were standing
up to say, "No longer in the shadows. No longer in hiding. No Papers, No Fear."

And mrybc you can see why I was even more excited when I learned soon afterward that they
were coming right here to Knoxville. They had heard about the impasse reached in lopal effofts to win

even a first conversation with Sheriff Jones. And they had decid€d to help us bring news to the poople

of Knox County and to Sheriff Jones about the human co$t of the deportation machine'

Well, Sheriff Jones, wclt, people of Knoxville: Here they are! Here are the bus riders of
No Papers No Fear, bringing to you and to all of us this important news, bringing to you their very

bodies, putting themsetves on the line. Now what art you going to do?



Statement of Fran Ansley

at Press Conference Called by'No Papers No Fear" Ride for fustice

August 29, 2OL2, Knoxville, Tennessee

Good morning. My name is Fran Ansley. I was one of the people arrested yesterday
for sitting down and blocking an intersection in support of the "No Papers No Fear"
Ride to Iustice that is currently passing through Knoxville. I want to be clear that in
taking the step I did, I acted from the heart as a matter of personal conscience. But I
feel my action was in deep harmony with the reasons I spent almost 20 years as a
teacher at the University of Tennessee College of Law, and why I am now actively
involved in the work of several groups standing up for the rights of immigrants in
this community: Allies of Knoxville's Immigrant Neighbors [AKIN), f obs with fustice
of East Tennessee, and the Tennessee Immigrant & Refugee Rights Coalition

[TIRRC], on whose board I presently serve.

Now I want to say a few words on behalf of the many individuals and groups in the
Knoxville community who have helped to welcome the three other people who sat
down in the intersection yesterday, and all of the other bus riders you see around
me. We have greatly benefited from the riders' presence here. By their enerry and
courage, tJreir beautiful works of art, their impassioned words and their inspiring
example, they have left us a better place than before they came. So I want to give
them here a heartfelt and public thank you. They have brought us a gift of love, and
it is love of the best kind: the kind that challenges and pushes us to grow.

They came with pointed messages for Knox County about the controversialz97tg)
program that has been proposed by Sheriff I.l. Iones. They urged us to heed the
lessons that emerge from the experiences of other cornmunities around the country:

. 287{9) and its sister programs like "Secure Communities" or "S-Comm," are
racist. Inevitably and despite all protestations to the contrary these
programs operate in a discriminatory way that sffikes fear and inflicts harm
on the basis of languflB€, national origin and race.

. ?57 {g) and its sister programs like S-Comm tear families apart and leave
children -- citizens and undocumented alike -- in situations of extreme
distress that leave lifetime scar$.

r 257{g;J and its si$ter programs like S-Comm divert scarce resources needed
to assure the real safety and security of local communities, and they drive a
wedge between local law enforcement and the communities it is supposed to
sgrve,

. 287 (g) and its sister programs like S-Comm harm the social, civic and
economic life of communities by driving undocumented people even deeper
into the shadows and fostering an environment where abuse and
exploitation can fl ourish.



Perhaps most vividly of all, the riders of "No Papers No Fear" urged Sheriff f ones and
the rest of us to recognize undocumented immigrants for the active and creative
human beings that they are -- human beings with the right to be heard to be treated
with basic respect and dignity, to have their experiences taken into account and
their contributions acknowledged.

Now the bus riders are leaving us to resume their journey, and it will be up to us
here in Knox County to make sense of what they have shared. It will be up to us to
continue the effort to keep immigration enforcement from hijacking the work of
local policing in our community, up to us to explain to the wider community in
lhoxville why 287(9] and its sister programs are such a bad idea. Likewise it will be
up to Sheriff fones to decide what he is going to do about the very large questions *-
practical, professional and moral -- that are now before him.

So far, the Sheriffs responses to the immigrant comrnunify and its supporters have
been entirely inadequate. For instance, he keeps repeating that the model of 287 (g)
that he wants to adopt is only the jail rnodel, only the corrections model -- not the
even worse "on-the-streets" model that was once granted to extremist Sheriff |oe
Arpaio in Maricopa County. But the problems with 287{9) are in no way restricted
to the on-the-streets model of Arizona fame, nor is it limited to those run by
extremist officials. In fact, the jail model is precisely the one adopted by Sheriff
Daron Hall in Davidson County, Tennessee, that soon sent soaring the number of
deportations of people witJrout serious criminal records. And Davidson County's
2,87 {g) program is the one whose termination -- after millions of misspent dollars
and thousands of torn-apart families -- was recently announced in Nashville. The
argument that the jail model of 287{9) is somehow benign and trouble-free is simply
not supported by the facts of its real operation on the ground here in our own state.

Sheriff fones' other primary response to community expressions of concern has
been to tell people that he will meet with them only later after he has had an
opportunity to review some fine print in a final document that he says he expects to
see at some unspecified future date. But this is a sfrange response, After all, it was
Sheriff fones' office that applied to join the 287(g) program in 2009, and his office
that expressed a desire to enter into the standard 287 (g) contract, whose language
is readily available to anyone who cares to look. It was his office that sent repeated
inquiries to federal authorities encouraging acceptance of Knox County's application
and inquiring about its status. It must have been his office that sought Senator
Lamar Alexander's support and asked him to send a letter directly to immigration
authorities urging its approval.

Given this record of active pursuit of a 287 [g) agreement, the Sheriff clearly has
plenty that he could explain to the community about his basic thinking on the
program. And besides ... the request from Knox County's immigrant community has
been for a two-way corwersation! In addition to explaining his own present views
on the matter, Sheriff fones has much to learn from listening to the community, and
those lessons have nothing to do with the technicalities or fine points of a



Memorandum of Understanding between the Sheriffs Office and federal
imm igration authoriti es.

So it is clear that much remains to be done here in Knox County. Many questions are
still before us and before the Sheriff, and I expect we will be pursuing them in the
days ahead. Of one thing I feel sure. We are better equipped to tackle those
questions because of the "No Papers No Fea/' Ride for |ustice. Thankyou all again,
and God speed.


